U. Security Collects Data On Activists

By LARRY FIELD

The University security office has announced a program which may disrupt campus events, according to its director, Professor John McGrath. The office will screen all activists before allowing them to speak. The program includes the Progressive Labor Party, which boasted of 150 people at University events last spring.

The security office will also interview chief security officer Peter Camiel to determine the presence of campus activists.

The office will use information from several Israeli and American universities to determine the presence of campus activists.

Democrats Seek Candidate To Defeat Mayor Rizzo

By PETER GINSBERG

City Democratic leaders Friday night began their search for a mayoral candidate.

A select group of 20 community and political leaders, under the guidance of Democratic leader Peter Carlin, listened to four potential candidates explain their qualifications for the party's endorsement.

The candidates were interviewed by the Committee on Political Affairs, which is charged with selecting a candidate for the party's endorsement.

The candidates were interviewed by the Committee on Political Affairs, which is charged with selecting a candidate for the party's endorsement.

By EILEEN OBRIEN

President Martin Meyerson, defending the proposed Programming Communications Council (PCC) charter, noted that the council has been in existence for two years and has produced a first draft of the charter.

The new PCC, which has been established by the Undergraduate Assembly, will oversee the operation of radio stations WRTI and W3TP and other electronic media at the University.

The council's charter provides for the appointment of a representative of the University Student Services, who will be appointed to the council.

The council will be made up of students and faculty who wish to retain a room.

The council will also be responsible for the selection of a representative to the PCC. The representative will be appointed by the University President, who will be appointed by the University Board.

The council will be made up of students and faculty who wish to retain a room.

By JEFF BERNNAUM

Under the room selection policy for the 1974-1975 academic year, students will be awarded points based on the number of upperclassmen in each building. The number of students trying to keep their rooms will be less than in previous years.

The council will be made up of students and faculty who wish to retain a room.

In November, the Undergraduate Assembly and the Student Activities Council were notified that the council had been established.

The council's charter provides for the appointment of a representative of the University Student Services, who will be appointed to the council.

By JAN BERGER

The same people who last week wanted New York City to hold on with fun and games of a different sort will do the same this weekend.

Peabody Union Council (PUC) sponsored several outdoor events in November and January in Harlem, which will be held today.

The council will sponsor several outdoor events in November and January in Harlem, which will be held today.

The council will sponsor several outdoor events in November and January in Harlem, which will be held today.

The council will sponsor several outdoor events in November and January in Harlem, which will be held today.

The council will sponsor several outdoor events in November and January in Harlem, which will be held today.
PENN CONSUMERS BOARD
in association with Houston Hall
sponsors a
Food & Drug
Administration Exhibit
Houston Hall West Lounge  Jan Feb 7

FONZO'S ITALIAN VILLAGE
Choice of Tiramisu, Fettucini, or Spaghetti $5.50
Spiced Beef SoupaJou
Served Daily
Moo
e Pesto Primavera $5.40
Baked Lasagna $5.50
Eggplant Parm $4.80
Broiled Chopped Sirloin Steak $6.10
Choice of 2 Vegetables or Spaghetti $3.95
Dessert: Sherbert; Ice Cream
Coffee, Tea, Soda - M&T 154 East

The sweetness... the serenity... the sorrow of solitude captured by the world's greatest writers
To the above... what depths of sorrow... of出会... of sadness; these simple words evoke, in one sensitively illustrated book, the many sides of solitude, as seen and expressed by each gifted writer and poet--Contemporary, French, Spanish, Russian, Oriental, German, Greek, Russian, and many others. To the Alone... a book for almost everyone now.
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The Return of Midnight Movies

Wed. Jan 29
7:30 & 10:00 pm
Please come.

Baked Lasagna-
Choice of 2 Vegetables or Spaghetti $5.80
Eggplant Parmigiana $5.25

Keeping America Beautiful
Pennsylvania Communications Council
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**Congress to Debate Ford Oil Tax**

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Shown to newly activated President Ford, the Congress heads this week toward a showdown on the admission of the 50th major oil exporting nations agreed by Sept. 1. The committee must finish its work on other intelligence gathering agencies.

In a joint resolution Monday, the heavily Democrat}

**Avoid the Weekend Rush**

Drink on Monday eve's (it's worth it)

**RUGBY CLUB**

Important meeting 8:00 p.m Tuesday 28th Jan.

in Houston Hall, Room 113rd floor. All members and interested persons should attend.

**Supplies Ships Reach Sieged Phnom Penh**

The 9-day relief attempt on Phnom Penh was broken early Sunday with the arrival of nine supply ships that carried a force ashore along the Mekong River route in the Cambodian capital. Relief groups first 33 rounds of return fire from Phnom Penh's international airport, seven miles from the city, in a continuing attempt to isolate the capital from outside support.

Oil Importations To Meet With OPEC

WASHINGTON (UPI) - The world's major oil exporting nations agreed Tuesday to take part in an international conference, ignoring American suggestions that talks usually should be confined to production limits that can consume most oil.

**Egypt Calls on U.S. To Pressure Israel**

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Egypt's President Anwar Sadat and President Carter on Sunday talked on the United Nations to pressure Israel for a new plan for Middle East autonomy in the final status.

**We think a great deal of Marantz quality.**

If price were no object, most people who really know audio would buy Marantz.

Franklin Music

The mask and wig club presents

MYSTERY LOVE SONGS

87th annual convention

**STUDENT NIGHTS**

Jan. 31, Feb. 7, 12, 13, 15, 20 8:30 at the CLUBHOUSE, 310 S. Quince St.

Tickets at Houston Hall, call 243-5610

**So here's a great deal on Marantz quality.**

If price were no object, most people who really know audio would buy Marantz.

This month, only $379

**Supply Ships Reach Sieged Phnom Penh**

**Phnom Penh (UPI) -** The 9-day relief attempt on Phnom Penh was broken early Sunday with the arrival of nine supply ships that carried a force ashore along the Mekong River route in the Cambodian capital.

The measure - the first major bill of the new Congress, compared to the strength of the heavily Democrat heads this week toward a speedy action by President Ford, the House Ways and Means Committee voted last week to suspend for 90 days any imposition of the three-dollar-per-barrel tariff. It attached to a resolution Monday to approve a resolution Monday to preclude the heavily Democrat-controlled Senate is considered a fore-
The University court deserves a proverbial slap on the back for handling a clear-cut case involving mimicry and possible copyright violation.

Mr. Dooley was a journalistic character created in the late 1890s by Chicagoland newspaper editor Finley Peter Dunne. He was known for his wit and his ability to satirize people and events of the day. Dooley's character was a product of the times, and his wit and humor were a reflection of the society of the day. His words were often a reflection of the issues of his time, and his satirical approach to those issues was a way to engage with the reader and make them think about the topics at hand.

In this case, the court panel members were examining a similar issue, and they were using Dooley's character to help guide their decision. They were also using the character to make the case more engaging and accessible to the reader. The use of Dooley's character was a way to make the legal issue more relatable and understandable.

This is an important lesson for anyone who is involved in the field of law, or who deals with legal issues in any way. It is important to be able to connect with people and make them understand the issues at hand. Using characters like Dooley's can be a way to do this, and it is a technique that can be used to great effect.

The story of Mr. Dooley's character is a reminder of the importance of using humor and wit in any field. It is a reminder that sometimes the best way to communicate with others is to make them laugh.

The use of Dooley's character in this case is a testament to the importance of using humor and wit in any field. It is a reminder that sometimes the best way to communicate with others is to make them laugh. This is an important lesson for anyone who is involved in the field of law, or who deals with legal issues in any way. It is important to be able to connect with people and make them understand the issues at hand. Using characters like Dooley's can be a way to do this, and it is a technique that can be used to great effect.

The story of Mr. Dooley's character is a reminder of the importance of using humor and wit in any field. It is a reminder that sometimes the best way to communicate with others is to make them laugh.
Suspect Arrested in Attempted Bookstore Robbery

By DANNY MERRIL

"Catch him, Tappeny told us as we were 100 yards behind him," noted suspect Mike Sloane. "That was probably a psychological maneuver."

It probably was. When it all was over, the score read: Penn 84, Lafayette 49. Backfield 31, and Getty- bury 4. In leading Lafayette with almost 30 points, the Quakers (3-1) snapped a three-game streak won in a "mustang with a white top and a dark body," McGrath said. The man who was "stuck a fully loaded .22 caliber pistol" in the detective's stomach.

Later on, "weirded yourself in the ground" and "dissayed him. The gun went one way and the man the other." McGrath explained. "The gun went one way and the man the other." McGrath said. The man who was "stuck a fully loaded .22 caliber pistol" in the detective's stomach.

Later on, "weirded yourself in the ground" and "dissayed him. The gun went one way and the man the other." McGrath explained. "The gun went one way and the man the other." McGrath said. The man who was "stuck a fully loaded .22 caliber pistol" in the detective's stomach.

Later on, "weirded yourself in the ground" and "dissayed him. The gun went one way and the man the other." McGrath explained. "The gun went one way and the man the other." McGrath said. The man who was "stuck a fully loaded .22 caliber pistol" in the detective's stomach.

Later on, "weirded yourself in the ground" and "dissayed him. The gun went one way and the man the other." McGrath explained. "The gun went one way and the man the other." McGrath said. The man who was "stuck a fully loaded .22 caliber pistol" in the detective's stomach.
What Penn Choke? Icemen Digest Cornell...

BY DAVID NAGER

It was probably the most exciting, if not the greatest, Penn hockey game since the 1984 NCAA East Regional. The Quakers took on defending national champion Princeton in the semifinals of the Yale Invitational and were rewarded with a 6-1 win.

The Quakers were led by five-point scorer Paul Hodge, who had three goals and two assists, and by goalie Jeff Holt, who made 27 saves. The victory was the first for Princeton in the tournament and the second straight for the Quakers, who have now won three straight games.

The Quakers scored three goals in the first period, including a pair of power-play goals, to take a 3-0 lead. They added two more goals in the second period to ice the game.

Penner was thrilled with his team's performance, singling out Hodge for his strong effort. "He did a great job tonight," Penner said. "He was our best player and he was the difference in the game."